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In 1980, a movie was released entitled: Resurrection that starred
Ellen Burstyn, Roberts Blossom, Clifford David, Richard
Farnsworth, and Sam Shepard. The movie is about a woman,
who becomes a widow when her husband is killed in a car
crash. The woman then discovers that she is a healer.

Carl took a trip to North Carolina to visit his mother. One
afternoon he decided to go for a ride to Myrtle Beach South
Carolina, which is very close by. As he was driving down
highway 17 south, in the northern part of Myrtle Beach, his
eye is suddenly drawn to a movie theater. Suddenly he sees
the theater’s marquee illuminated with a very bright light.
Immediately, Carl becomes curious, and pulls into the
theater’s parking lot.

It was a very bright sunny day, and Carl walks up to the ticket
seller, who is sitting in the booth. He begins to ask the person
behind the glass, about the movie Resurrection. Carl had no
idea what the movie was about.

Suddenly, the sky opened up, and white balls began falling from the sky. It would be
similar to a snowstorm, except this substance was larger, like perhaps hail. Yet, it also
was not hail. The phenomena ended as quickly as it started. The person behind the ticket
counter ran outside to try to determine what had fallen from the sky. No one could
figure out what the substance was, and it seemed to evaporate or disappear within
minutes.

Carl went in and watched the movie. Much to his amazement, it was about a medium
who was a healer. Carl was so enthralled with the movie, that he rented a 16 mm version
of it, and showed it at the Gifts of the Spirit Church.

Carl standing in front of the Myrtle Beach, SC movie theater where he
saw the movie Resurrection.


